DIGITAL FORK LEVEL INDICATORS
Improve Safety| Reduce Damages | Increase Productivity
IMPROVES SAFETY, when moving loads. Even the best forklift drivers have problems judging the tilt of their forks
when entering or exiting pallets. The risk of pallets mistakenly being pushed or pulled of a rack is significant. Take
control of these problems, by making a fork level indicator part of your driver safety equipment.
REDUCE DAMAGES, To products, Pallets and Racks. The main cause of product, rack and equipment damage is
forks tilted at the wrong angle. If the forks are not level, drivers can spear product from inside or above the pallet
opening, bend or push over racking and splinter pallets. The flat fork will quickly pay for itself through less damages.
INCREASES PRODCTITITY, Work is easier and faster. Drivers rarely admit it but they spend a lot of time through
trial and error trying to pull and place pallets when working with elevated loads. Flatfork makes that work go
quickly, and will also show the driver the correct fork angle when traveling with a load or when parking.

Counterbalance Forklift Truck
(Mast tilt)



Single box with built in Red, Amber & Green LED
indication mounted at eye level in front of the operator



Designed to attach to right side of mast



Can be mounted on either side of the mask

ʽʽTHE NEW SAFETY STANDARD”

Reach Lift Forklift Truck
(Fork Carriage Tilt)



Uses two paired boxes and RFID Technology. One box
attaches to fork carriage to measure the tilt of the forks,
and it sends a signal to a second display box with built
in Red, Amber & Green LED indication mounted at eye
level in in front of the operator.



Can be mounted on either side of the mask



Also, works well on construction boom trucks.

Features

Benefits

Under 1 minute to install
Accurate within0.25 of a degree
IP67 Rated. CE Mark Approved
Rugged ABS Box, tightly sealed
Uses two standard “D” size batteries
Adapts to bent or uneven forks
Works with a variety of forklift attachments
Useful on uneven forks
Attached with powerful rare earth magnets
Not permanently fixed to mask
Clear LED Display
Turns ON/OFF automatically motion activated
Engineered and made in the USA
2-year product guarantee
Top quality electronics in a sealed system
Improves safety standard for lift trucks
Patent Pending, Innovative technology

Get started quickly, no tools, wires or service technician needed
Consistently shows whether or not a load is true horizontal
Exceptional protection against dust and water
Rust proof and durable. Works outside in wet weather
One year average battery life or approx. 1,600 operating hours
Balances loads despite damaged equipment
Effective with attachments, such as Clamps, Extended or Carpet forks
Securely attached to hold level position and not slip on the mask
Portable, can be moved to other lift trucks as required
Use on the side that works best for the driver
Red / Yellow / Green LED lights for fast recognition
No ON/OFF switch, preserves battery power
Hight standards, proven quality you can trust
Risk free, invest with confidence
Zero maintenance required
Valuable for insurance and reducing damaged goods
ISO 9000/9001, shows auditor how you are improving safety and
productivity

Specifications.
Dimensions
1600mm High x 600mm Wide x 650mm Deep including Magnets
Weight
664 grams with batteries

Compuload is the trusted name in On Board Weighing. Established in 1988 we are privately owned Australian
company who design, manufacture and distribute the quality Compuload On Board Weighing products and
accerorries through Australia and Export markets. Our aim is to offer quality products, dependable performance,
reliable delivery and technical backup for all your weighing requirements.
Tel: 1800 285 277

www.compuload.com.au

ABN: 74 001 915 715

